SOLUTION BRIEF

RadioSUITE

Radio Production and Multiplatform
Delivery for News and Music Stations

Dalet Radio Suite combines a robust
Media Asset Platform with flexible
radio production, automation and
distribution tools. From PAD to
podcasts, cross-channel branding
and multiplatform delivery, Radio Suite
eases the path to media convergence.
The centralized catalogue, clever
tools and rock-solid performance put
Radio Suite in a class of its own.

Dalet Radio Suite is made for convergence.
The powerful Media Asset Management platform
and workflow engine streamline the entire digital
production and delivery chain for news and music
programming. Media and metadata, including
Program Associated Data (PAD), are managed
and tracked in the content catalog, allowing you
to optimize your assets across channels and
platforms.

Dalet Radio Suite
On Air, On Demand, On the Move
Single platform for news and music programming
Dalet Radio Suite is modular in design and can be tailored to meet the
unique needs of news and programming stations and networks. Every step
of production and playout workflow can be customized – reviews and
approvals, versioning, check-in/check-out, searching, user rights, broadcast
and content distribution.
For news stations, Dalet Radio Suite combines a comprehensive newsroom
computer system with professional audio recording, production and
automation. The facile, desktop tools, including the One-Cut editor,
give journalists the edge for covering fast-breaking news.
To boost productivity at music stations, Radio Suite has a unique multi-user,
multi-station music scheduling engine and automated store/forward
distribution system. Advanced replication tools offer group connectivity for
exchanges and centralized management. Remote voice tracking tools
facilitate off-site talent contributions.
Dalet OnAir provides highly reliable playout. Text, images and other PAD
for DAB, DRM or HD Radio digital radio is generated on the fly.
Tools like PodCast facilitate multi-platform repurposing.

Shared browser
and search tool

Live and fully automated On Air player

Carts playout with
customizable layout

Shared playlist with
dynamic update from
any authorized users

Unified workflow for news and music

Features
J Modular, single platform for
news and music workflows
J Easy-to-use tools; configurable
to unique workflows
J Flexible recording and editing ;
OneCut audio editor includes effects
and supports supports HD formats
J Complete newsroom
functionality with playout and
delivery capabilities
J Multi-channel music scheduling;
automated store/forward
distribution platform
News script
editor

Embedded
News bites

Customizable shared playlist
with News and music content

Commercial breaks
synchronized with traffic

J Dynamic Podcasting

Benefits
J Productivity gains with
fully-integrated production
and delivery tools
J MAM core manages media
and metadata; ensures
consistent PAD updates
J Integrated workflow engine speeds
repurposing for new media use
J Automated media distribution
J Open standards, IT infrastructure;
integrates with other systems
J Replication and exchange
tools for multi-site schedule
and file sharing

OneCut – Multi-track Audio Editor
OneCut is Dalet’s latest generation
audio editor. New functionalities
expand on the unique features of
Dalet MediaSurfer which is used
by tens of thousands of users
worldwide. OneCut is a modern,
real-time audio editor that
smoothly includes effects and
supports HD audio formats, VST
plug-ins, AES 31 EDL format, and
much more. Fast, versatile and
easy-to-use, OneCut is ready for
the next generation of media production. The OneCut editor can
operate as a standalone application or fully integrated in Dalet
Radio Suite.

Multi track
audio editor

VST compliant
effects

Real time
volume
and effect
playback

Dalet Radio Suite

Open Standards

Ready for Convergence
Dalet Radio Suite is
designed for today’s digital
radio environment - over
the air, on demand and on
multiple platforms. The fullyintegrated, single system
for news and music stations
includes production tools
that are unmatched in their
simplicity and ease of use.
Dalet OnAir ensures highly
reliable playout with highly
customizable configura-

tions to meet the needs of
individual channels and the
largest networks. The MAM
core gives the power and
management control to optimize media across multiple
on-air channels and distribution platforms. All media
and associated metadata
reside in the dynamically
updated, centralized content
catalog. The workflow engine
automates many background

tasks to facilitate repurposing and media transformations for podcasts and other
new media uses. Create your
own high performance workflow for today’s multimedia
world with Dalet Radio Suite.

Designed on open standards and modern IT technologies, Dalet Radio Suite is enterprise-ready for
integrations with other broadcast and business systems, allowing you to combine your choice of bestof-breed technologies. Dalet has built-in data exchange tools and 3rd party device controls. Ideal for
large-scale, multi-site deployments, Radio Suite includes multi-site search capabilities, multi-site file
sharing, web access, remote voice tracking and many
other functions that improve collaboration. The builtin workflow engine automates many background functions easing the path for multiplatform publishing.
The highly redundant and flexible architecture allows
for infinite scalability and high performance. It also
ensures that new technology advances and improvements can be incorporated into the system to maintain its state-of-the-art readiness.
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